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Abstract
We present a method to generate directed acyclic
graphs (DAGs) using deep reinforcement learning,
specifically deep Q-learning. Generating graphs
with specified structures is an important and challenging task in various application fields, however
most current graph generation methods produce
graphs with undirected edges. We demonstrate
that this method is capable of generating DAGs
with topology and node types satisfying specified
criteria in highly sparse reward environments.

1. Introduction
Graph generation is a quickly growing area of study with
applications in a wide range of problem domains, such as
drug discovery and task scheduling problems (You et al.,
2018; Orhean et al., 2018). Most existing graph generation
methods use some form of supervised or semi-supervised
learning requiring large amounts of training data. For example, (De Cao & Kipf, 2018) use a data set of 133,885
molecules as a prior distribution for graph generation. However, in certain application fields, such as distributed systems
composition, prior examples are either sparse or nonexistent.
We aim to create a method that can generate graphs with no
prior data.
A few recent works have used reinforcement learning to
generate undirected graphs where these methods require
less training data or supervision. These works employ generative adversarial networks alongside proximate policy optimization (You et al., 2018). Q-learning has also been
implemented for graph construction, however it has been
implemented with tabular methods and is therefore unusable
at scale due to the exponential size of the state space that
needs to be explored(Orhean et al., 2018).
We propose a novel deep Q-learning approach to construct
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Deep Q-learning is a modelfree reinforcement learning algorithm that is known to per-

form well with large action and state spaces that require
function approximation. In this implementation, we combine Q-learning with a feed-forward graph convolutional
neural network where actions correspond to the addition
of a set of nodes and edges. This method can account for
large scale directed DAGs, with multiple node types, and
potentially continuously valued node features.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide an overview of the DAG generation environment
and the characteristics of the DAGs relevant to the rest of
this paper. Section 3 describes the architecture of the graph
neural network that is used to map state action pairs to Qvalues. Section 4 describes how the Q-learning algorithm is
applied. Section 5 provides preliminary results, before the
conclusion in Section 6.

2. Problem Definition
In this section we formulate the problem of DAG construction as a reinforcement learning problem. The goal of our
learning agent is to construct a directed graph G = (V, E),
where each node is one of b node types. The reinforcement
learning problem is posed as an agent environment structure,
where an agent interacts with an environment and receives
numerical rewards. Representation of states, actions and
rewards are defined below.

Figure 1. An example of a single action in the DAG generation
environment, along with the state descriptions before and after
the action is taken. Here, the 4th node is added, of type 3, with
incoming edges from nodes 1 and 2. This action is described
further in Section 2.2.
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2.1. State
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The state of the environment at time t in a given episode
corresponds to a DAG and is denoted Gt . The topology of
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Gt is represented using a binary adjacency matrix A where
A [i, j] = 1 indicates that a directed edge exists from the
node i to the node j. Note that a 1 at the location [i, j] in
A> indicates that a directed edge exists from the node j to
the node i.
Individual node types are represented using a feature matrix
F ∈ {0, 1}n×b containing a one hot encoding of the node
types for each node, where b is the number of possible node
types and n is the number of nodes in Gt . The initial state
for each episode is the null graph.
2.2. Action
In this environment, each action consists of two parts:
adding a new node, and adding the set of incoming edges
to that node. The new node nt can be any of the b node
types within the environment. This node type is added to
the matrix of node features F by appending the one hot
encoding of this feature as an additional row. In Figure 1, a
node of type 3 (represented as a green node) is added to the
DAG, so a row of [0, 0, 1] is added to the feature matrix of
the DAG Gt .
Next, the set of incoming edges Nkin for the new node is
added. By only allowing for the addition of incoming edges,
we create a topologically sorted graph, ensuring that all
graphs created are acyclic.
In order to select the set of incoming edges, all feasible
extensions are encoded as a binary vector. In Figure 1, the
possible vectors would range between 001, connecting only
the 3rd and 4th nodes, and 111, connecting all previous nodes
to the 4th node. These vectors can then
from
 be converted

their binary format to an integer i ∈ 1, 2n−1 . This allows
for enumeration of all feasible extensions when required to
determine the action with the maximum Q-value. This also
allows for selection of a random extension where performing
exploration (as necessary in -greedy Q-learning).
In Figure 1, the 4th node is added, so the possible set of
edges is in the range i ∈ [1, 7]. In the figure, i = 6, which
converted to binary format is 110, so edges are added from
the first and second nodes. This binary number is appended
to the adjacency matrix of G as a new column. Note that the
null set of edges is excluded as a possible choice here: this
is in order to prevent floating nodes, although this doesn’t
affect the theory of the method significantly.
This method of adding a new node and multiple edges in a
single action is in contrast to many graph generation methods which add a single node or edge per action (You et al.,
2018). This new method has the disadvantage of creating a
much larger action space of b × (2n−1 − 1) possible actions,
as opposed to b + n − 1 possible actions with a single node
or edge addition. However, this method reaches a final DAG
in fewer timesteps and accounts for symmetries in edge

additions: when adding edges one at a time, a policy could
develop which favours a particular order of adding edges to
the set. As order of edge additions does not affect the final
structure of the DAG, this asymmetrical policy is prevented,
which is why adding an entire set of edges is preferable
overall (see figure 3).
2.3. Reward
Reward design for implementation of this method depends
largely on the application’s problem domain. For scheduling problems, for instance, the reward could be a numerical
value based on the speed and quality of service of the resulting task schedule. These rewards can consist of both
intermediate rewards and a singular reward once a generation episode terminates.
For the purposes of evaluating the proposed graph generation method, in this work we performed simulations in
which a positive reward was returned if the agent produced
a DAG isomorphic to a ground truth DAG, and a reward
of 0 otherwise. This is clearly an extreme case, as even
for a 10 node graph with only 1 node type, there would
be 1.018e+13 possible final states, of which approximately
1-5 produce a non-zero reward. However, in order to prove
the generality of this method the isomorphic reward case
was used for the results in this paper, and tested on smaller
graphs. Potential work for extension to larger graphs is
discussed in Section 6.

3. Model
The Q function is a mapping from a state action pair to a
real value indicating the predicted future reward for the pair
in question. We learn this mapping using a policy network,
which takes the state of the environment and outputs a single
scalar value which can be treated as the Q-value. Our policy
network is in effect a feed-forward graph convolutional
network, similar to graphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017). A
major difference here is this network accounts for direction
of the edges, in a manner similar to that of the struc2vec++
method (Steenfatt et al., 2018).
The network will take the adjacency matrix and one hot
encoded features of a given state Gt as the input. The feedforward architecture consists of two convolutional layers,
followed by a non-linearity, then a pooling layer. The network propagates this one hot representation through two
graph convolutional layers, each consisting of two steps.
The first step is a concatenation of the feature representation
of that node, the sum of features of outgoing neighbours of
that node, and the sum of features of incoming neighbours
of that node. Incoming and outgoing neighbour feature
sums are found by performing matrix multiplication with
the one hot feature representation and the adjacency matrix
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containing in-degrees, and the adjacency matrix containing
out-degrees (which is simply the transpose here), respectively. The second step of the convolutional layer is to pass
the concatenation through a simple non-linearity.
After the two convolutional layers, the representation is
passed through a linear layer and is then passed to a pooling
layer, which aggregates the individual node representations
into a graph representation using a sum function. A sum
aggregator is chosen here as opposed to a mean or max
aggregator as it preserves both the ratio of node types, unlike the max aggregator, as well as differentiating between
different scales of graphs, unlike the mean aggregator (Xu
et al., 2018). This representation is then passed through a
final linear layer and ReLU unit, and then a fully connected
linear layer, producing a single scalar which is used as the
Q-value for the input state, as discussed further in section 4.
Formally, this network is described as follows. Given a
DAG G = (V, E) with adjacency matrix A containing in
degrees and A> containing out degrees. Each node v is
initially represented by a vector h0v which is a one hot encoding of the node type. Node v has a set of neighbouring
nodes Nkin connected with incoming edges, and a set of
neighbouring nodes Nkout connected with outgoing edges.
In every convolutional layer l the representations of the current node, and sums of incoming and outgoing neighbour
node representations hlv , hlw , hlu are concatenated:
Hl+1 = CONCAT(Hl , AHl , A> Hl )

(1)

This concatenated representation is then passed through a
non-linearity (eq. 2) where W and B are trainable matrices.
Hl+1 = ReLU(H l Wl + Bl )

(2)

After two convolutions with this method, the node representations are pooled as in eq. 3, resulting in a scalar value.
Hl+1 = SUM(H l Wl + Bl )

(3)

This value is passed through a final non-linearity and then a
fully connected linear layer to produce the final result.

4. Learning and Inference
This method generates training data for the policy network
using an -greedy implementation of the DQN method. With
probability  a random action is selected from the range
of possible actions, otherwise the approximate Qmax value
is selected. After performing this action, the current Qvalue for the state is evaluated using the policy network.
Additionally, the Q-value is calculated by adding the reward
to the Q-value of following the optimal policy thereafter, as
shown in eq. 4.
Qπ (St , At ) = r + γ max Q(St+1 , a)
a

(4)

Figure 2. The average success rate of the greedy policy over time,
for DAGs of different sizes and different numbers of node types.
For each graph type, a learning agent trains using an -greedy
policy over 10,000 episodes. The agent then runs an episode on the
greedy policy after each -greedy episode. Each learning agent is
reset and trained 20 times, and the success rate of the greedy policy
is the average of these 20 runs. For readability, the moving average
over 50 episodes is plotted. Two types of agents are displayed:
the standard DQN, and DQN with prioritized experience replay
(DQN+PER).

Note that maxa Q(St+1 , a) in eq. 4 is calculated using a
separate target network, which is not trained every step,
but instead has network weights from the policy network
copied over after a fixed number of episodes. Taking the
difference of these Q-values produces our training error δ =
Q(St , At )−Qπ (St , At ), and the loss function is then simply
the L2 norm L = ||δ||. This is back-propagated through
the network, and the Q-values produced by the network for
each state are then closer to the true Q-values. This update
occurs online, or after every time step, as opposed to in
batches. While producing noisier results, this tends to result
in a higher convergence rate (Keskar et al., 2016). After
training is complete, a greedy method is used to generate
the DAGs, whereby the action with the largest Q-value is
selected at each step.
A second learning agent utilizing prioritized experience
replay (Schaul et al., 2015) was also implemented; this
agent updated on the current timestep and additionally on
30 timesteps that have previously been selected that are held
in a memory buffer. The actions replayed are selected at
random, with a higher probability for selection for actions
with high rewards, and actions more recently added to the
memory buffer.

5. Results
Figure 2 shows selected results of an implementation of this
method. All data is averaged over 20 runs and training takes
place over 10,000 episodes. For each run, a new “ground
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Table 1. A comparison of average total reward for DAGs of varying size and number of unique node types, with basic DQN, DQN with
prioritised experience replay, and an agent that selects actions at random. The rewards are totaled over 10,000 attempts, and averaged over
20 runs.
DAG I SOMORPHISMS
DAG S IZES
N ODE T YPES
R ANDOM
DQN
DQN+PER

4 NODES

5

6 NODES

NODES

1

1

2

3

1

882
9524
9902

75
5242
7380

6
2083
5169

2
1374
796

0
955
2802

Figure 3. A comparison of learning rate for the standard DQN with
a binary action selection, and an action selection that involves
adding only a single node or edge per timestep.

truth” DAG is created for the given graph size and number
of types, chosen at random. This is in order to prevent any
bias from the selection of the graph. Figure 3 shows that a
binary action selection results in a faster convergence rate,
because it accounts for symmetries in the addition of edges.
Changes in total accumulated reward due to increasing the
scale and node types of the DAGs is shown in Table 1 —
this decrease in accumulated reward is to be expected due to
the exponentially-increasing size of the action space. For a
DAG of only 6 nodes with only a single node type, there are
9,765 possible terminating states, of which approximately 5
are isomorphic to the ‘true’ DAG that the agent is attempting
to learn. Only these 5 states provide any non-zero reward,
creating a highly sparse reward environment. For a DAG
with 7 nodes, there are 615,195 possible graphs, again with
the same amount of true graphs that provide any reward. It
is clear then that learning over a span of 10,000 episodes
is unlikely to learn anything, as it is highly unlikely any of
these episodes will return any positive reward.

6. Conclusion
This paper introduced a deep Q-learning method for directed
acyclic graph generation. By using a simple graph convolu-

Figure 4. An example DAG with 5 nodes of 3 types. For the DAG
to be considered isomorphic the nodes of each type need to be
connected in the same manner. For this DAG there are 25,515
possible terminating states, of which only 3 return a non-zero
reward.

tional network based on spatial approaches, we can produce
Q-values for various DAG states, with the transpose of the
adjacency matrix used to account for edge directions. Only
smaller graphs were tested in this implementation, due to
the exponential size of the action space and the increased
sparsity of the rewards.
For future work, a graph network that accounts for edge
weights and continuous node features needs to be developed.
A method that utilizes hierarchical reinforcement learning
could significantly increase the convergence rate for DAGs
at scale by learning structures of subgraphs found in generated graphs. Further improvements to the base DQN could
also be implemented, in particular multi-step return calculations and dueling Q-networks as discussed in (Hessel et al.,
2017). Finally an application to a specific problem domain
would allow for a more detailed reward design, and a more
accurate test of this method.
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